Safety Case Levy
Remittal process for mobile facilities

1. Facility amount remitted for relevant quarter is facility amount or part facility amount due for quarter by ratio of days not operated to days in quarter

   - Apply remittal test to the facility amount
   - NOPSEMA must not remit a part of the facility amount such that for a period of 4 consecutive quarters the facility amount would be less than one quarterly instalment of the facility amount

   - Does the calculated amount meet the remittal test value?
     - Y: No Remittal of facility amount for this quarter
     - N: Adjust the for the facility amount for the quarter accordingly

   - Notify Operator of amount due or issue credit note for remittal as appropriate

2. SMS amount remitted only for a period in which no facility of the operator is in operation in NOPSEMA waters

   - SMS amount remitted for relevant quarter is SMS amount due for quarter by ratio of days on which no facility is in operation to days in quarter

   - Apply remittal test to the SMS amount
   - NOPSEMA must not remit a part of the SMS amount such that for a period of 4 consecutive quarters the SMS amount would be less than one quarterly instalment

   - Does the calculated amount meet the remittal test value?
     - Y: No Remittal of SMS amount in this quarter
     - N: Adjust the SMS amount for the quarter accordingly

   - Notify Operator of amount due or issue credit note for remittal as appropriate